HANOVER LIONS’ 2021
TWIN STATE
ALL-STAR LACROSSE GAMES SCHEDULE
GIRLS’ SCHEDULE
8:45-10:00 AM: Registration/Check-in (game shirts, hats, lunch vouchers distributed)
10:00-10:30 AM: Lunch
10:45- 11:45 AM: Practice, either grass practice fields, or Stadium
12:00 noon: Team Pictures and Warm Up
12:30 PM: Introductions and Game begins, Stadium

BOYS’ SCHEDULE
11:00 AM-12:30 PM: Registration/Check-in (game shirts, hats and lunch vouchers distributed)
12:30-1:00 PM: Lunch
1:15 PM-2:15 PM: Practice, either one of grass practice fields
2:30 PM: Team Pictures and Warm Up
3:00 PM: Introductions and Game begins, Stadium
DIRECTIONS TO HANOVER HS:
• Coming up I-89 from the south, to Exit 18, north off the exit ramp on Rte. 121; coming into
Hanover, stay to the left at “Y” intersection, high school is on the left. Park on premises where
available or on street.
• Coming down I-89 from north, take I-91 north, off at Exit 13, right off exit ramp, across
Connecticut River into Hanover, right at light onto Main St., left at next light, to High School,
on right. Park on premises where available or on street.
• Coming on I-91 from north or south, off at Exit 13, right off exit ramp, across Connecticut River
into Hanover, right at light onto Main St., left at next light, to High School, on right. Park on
premises where available or on street.

Please note that due to the pandemic situation we live in at the moment, there will be some
limitations and restrictions put in place by Hanover HS, the Town of Hanover, and the
State of NH. At this time, here is a summary of special considerations put in place this
year:

1. Coaches should wear masks, and players should wear masks when not playing; they may
remove masks when playing. Spectators will also be asked to mask.
2. There will be no limitation on spectator attendance. However, for those who cannot
attend, the games will be livestreamed at:
www.dppgnetwork.com/watch-dppg
3. There will be lunches provided to the players and coaches, but no concession stand for
spectators
4. Players and coaches must eat their lunches spread 6’ apart
5. Locker rooms cannot be provided, so players must come ready to play
6. We will not have access to indoor bathrooms, but portable toilets will be provided
7. We will have access to the training room
8. We have provided time for pre-game practices in the schedule, but coaches may want to opt
out of these—it will be up to the coaches to notify the players if this will be the case. We will
hold registration open later to later arrivals in case practices are cancelled
9. We will not have access to protection inside Hanover HS in the case of thunder and lightning;
in this case, the event will most likely be terminated.

